Let C be a smooth embedded closed curve in R n (or more generally in an n-manifold with a real-analytic Riemannian metric) and let S be an area minimizing disk with boundary C. Then S can be parametrized by an almost-conformal map F from the closed unit disk D to R '~. Almost-conformality of F means that F is conformal except for finitely many points at which DF vanishes. Such exceptional points are called branch points. Even though DF vanishes at a branch point p, there may be a neighborhood U of p such that F(U) is a smooth embedded 2-manifold; that is, the image surface may be smooth even though the parametrization is not. If so, the branch point is called a false branch point. Otherwise it is called a true branch point. In [G2], R. Gulliver proved that F cannot have any false branch points. In this paper, we show that F cannot have true branch points along any real-analytic portion of the portion of the boundary curve C. This is somewhat surprising for the following reason. There are many examples of area minimizing disks in R ~ (if n~>4) with interior true branch points, such as zEDCC~-+ (z3, z3k+l ) E C2~-R4, which is area minimizing by the Wirtinger inequality [F]. If S is such a surface and C' is a closed curve in S that passes through one of the branch points, then the portion of S bounded by C' will be an area minimizing disk with a true boundary branch point. In this way one can make, for any k<oc, a Ck-curve in R 4 that bounds an area minimizing disk with a true boundary branch point. Moreover, R. Gulliver has pointed out that the example in [G3] is the real part of a holomorphic curve S in C3~R6; this surface S is area minimizing and has a C~-boundary curve with a true boundary branch point.
In case the ambient manifold is 3-dimensional, this theorem was proved by Gulliver and Lesley [GL] . Whether true branch points can occur along C~-boundaries of area minimizing disks in R 3 (or other 3-manifolds) is perhaps the major open question about regularity of classical minimal surfaces. (Such surfaces cannot have true interior branch points by the work of Osserman [O] , or false branch points by the work of Alt [Alt] and Gulliver [G1] ; see also [GOR] .) Gulliver [G3] gave a very interesting example of a C~-curve in R 3 bounding a minimal disk with a boundary branch point; it is not known whether that example is area minimizing. In any case, it is impossible to prove the kind of local curvature estimates that would, in general, exclude boundary branch points [W] .
Aside from the result in this paper, there are two situations in which true boundary branch points can be excluded. First, if a smooth simple closed curve C in R n (or, more generally, in a manifold with nonpositive sectional curvatures) has total curvature less than or equal to 4~r, then C does not bound any minimal disk with branch points (interior or boundary) IN, w Second, if S is a minimal surface lying in a uniformly convex subset ~t of a Riemannian manifold and if OS is a smooth embedded curve in 0R, then S has no boundary branch points (see the proof of the corollary to Theorem 4.5 in [MW] ).
The result of this paper (absence of true boundary branch points) also holds for surfaces that minimize area plus the integral of a differential form; see the discussion in [MW, w ~rthermore, since the arguments are local, the result is valid not only for disk-type solutions, but also for classical (Douglas) Plateau problem solutions of any finite topological type. (False branch points, on the other hand, cannot be ruled out by local arguments, and for non-disk surfaces or for surfaces minimizing area plus the integral of a differential form, additional hypotheses are required. See [G2] .) Sheldon Chang [C] , building on work of Almgren [Alm] , proved that the 2-dimensional integral current solutions to Plateau's problem are classical branched minimal surfaces away from the boundary curve. But very little is known about boundary regularity (except in 3-manifolds, where the integral current solution is known to be a smooth embedded manifold with boundary [HS] ). For analytic boundary curves, one could perhaps prove boundary regularity theorems using the methods of Almgren and Chang. Of course if one could exclude a sequence of handles accumulating at the boundary, then the result in this paper would give full boundary regularity.
Proving partial regularity for integral currents at C~-boundaries seems to be much harder. Much work on interior singularities (for example that of Almgren [Alm] and Chang [C] for integral currents and that of Gulliver [G1] , [G2] , Alt [Alt] , and Micallef and White [MW] for classical minimal surfaces) depends on the fact that a minimal surface cannot be flat to infinite order at a point unless the surface is flat. (More generally, different sheets of a minimal surface cannot make infinite-order contact with each other.)
This enables one to get nontrivial surfaces as limits of suitable blow-up sequences. However, in the Gulliver example mentioned above, the surface is fiat to infinite order at a true boundary branch point. Thus it seems unlikely that any blow-up methods will work for C~-boundary curves.
Reformulation of theorem
Let N be a manifold with a real-analytic Riemannian metric and let Let pEOD belong to an arc (~ of 0D such that F(c~) is a real-analytic curve (i.e., an embedded real-analytic 1-dimensional submanifold) in N. Then (by [HH] ), F is realanalytic near p and in fact extends analytically to a minimal map F* on a domain of the form DUB(p, ~).
Thus it suffices to show that if F* has a true branch point at p, then F does not minimize area. Indeed, we will show that for r<s, there is a map G: B(p, r) --* N such that and such that
It is convenient here to replace F by Fou, where u is a linear fractional transformation that takes 0 to p and that maps the upper half plane {z:Im(z)>0} to the interior of D. Then, by the above discussion, it suffices to prove the following theorem. (In this theorem, the branch point is now at the origin, the disk D corresponds to B(p, r) above, and we drop the notational distinction between F and F*.) 
and such that area(G)<area (F) .
The rest of the paper is devoted to proving Theorem 1.
Structure of boundary branch points
We may assume without loss of generality that
As in [MW] , we say that a function r is Ok(Izl p) if DJr p-j) for j= 0, ..., k, and we define ok(H p) similarly.
PROPOSITION 2. Let F:DCC~WcR n be an almost-conformal harmonic map with respect to a real-analytic Riemannian metric g on W satisfying the conditions (c). Suppose that F has a true branch point at O. Then there is an integer Q >~2, a linear similitude L: Rn--+R ~, and a C2-diffeomorphism w: C---~C (with w(z)=z +o(N) ) such that for all z sufficiently near O,
where f(z) is 02(N Q+I) and has the form [MW, w The oddness of Q follows easily (and is also true in much greater generality [HH] ).
Thus it remains only to show that h(z)=O for all real z. Without loss of generality, we assume that L(X)--X. 
r for ze7, and
Proof of claim. Let us first prove that the last assertion is implied by (1)-(3). Note that there is a curve 7. tangent to the real axis such that the map z~-*z Q maps 7. homeomorphically to 7-By (2), f(z)=r Q) when zev.. Thus by (3), P(z) must vanish when z is real. Now we prove that there exist r and P satisfying (1)-(3). By the Cauchy-Kowalevski theorem, there is a real-analytic function r B(0, r) ~ R n-2 satisfying (1), (2) Now suppose that there exist a r and a P as claimed for a certain value of d<#. If we can prove there exist a r and a P' as claimed corresponding to d+l, then by induction we will have established the claim. Combining (*) and (3), and using the fact that d<#, we see that P(z) must be a function of zO:
P(z) =p(z~).
We already saw that P(z)=O when z is real. Hence p(z)=O when z is real. Now by the Canchy-Kowalevski theorem, there is a CP satisfying (1), (2), and for some vector vER n-2. a n-2 .
Proof.
The harmonic function h in Proposition 2 has the form h(re i~ = (r ~ sin #O)v

In particular, h takes values in a 1-dimensional subspace of
Since h is a homogeneous harmonic polynomial, it can be written as
for some aEC n-2. Thus so a=bi for some bER n-2. Thus
h(z) = biz u -bi2 u = bi(2r u sin #8 i) = (r u sin #8)(-2b). []
The graph-Dirichlet functional
Let P be an oriented 2-plane in Rn~R 2 • n-2. If P is the graph of a linear function from R2---+R n-2, denote the linear function by LB. Let ~: R n _--R 2 • R n-2 ___, R 2 be the orthogonal projection, and let
where ILpI 2 is the sum of the squares of the entries of the matrix for Lp and JR is the Jacobian determinant of the map ~IP: P --. R 2.
If P is not the graph of a linear map Lp, let T)(P) and ]Lp] 2 be co.
Let M be a compact oriented 2-manifold with piecewise smooth boundary and let 
(In [MW; w this T)(F) is written Dir [F] . Note that it is not the usual Dirichlet energy of F.)
We say that a graph-like map F: M--~R ~ minimizes the graph-Dirichlet functional if /)(g) </)(H') whenever Hq M-~R n is a graph-like map with
H'IOM=H[OM.
The graph-Dirichlet functional arises from the area functional in the following way. (p) . By the homogeneity of h, These two graphs must cross transversely along I={sp: sE(0, 1)} since they do not coincide.
Let F be the graph of ualI (or, equivalently, of u21I) . Now cut H+(D +) along F and re-glue to get a new surface. It is an exercise in elementary topology to check that the new surface is still topologically a disk (or half-disk), and hence may be parametrized by a graph-like map HI: D + -~ R n with H~=H + on 0D +. Note that H ~ is not a branched immersion, but has two creases where we did the cutting and pasting along F. Hence by Proposition 4, H ~ does not minimize the graphDirichlet functional. (Let U={zE int D+: Izl < Ipl}.) By (6), :D(H ') =79(H+), so H + does not minimize the graph-Dirichlet fimctional either.
[]
